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Fed Chairman Encouraged by Economy, Sees 
More Interest Rate Hikes in The Future.

 Federal Reserve committed to keeping the economy growing at a steady pace 
through gradual rate hikes.

 Gradual rate hikes act to stave off inflation caused by wage growth and strong 
employment.

 “…good reason to expect that this strong performance will continue.” (Jay Powell)

 IMF reports support this assessment: predict that international economic output 
will grow this year and next at a rate not seen since the first years after the Great 
Recession (WSJ).  

 Rising interest rates have not had a major impact on commercial real estate 
investment to date, but investors keeping a close eye on cap rate expansion.



Starbucks Bringing 500 Jobs to Atlanta

 Will invest $16M in new Atlanta regional office that will employ up to 500.

 Redevelopment of former “Murder Kroger” on Atlanta Beltline has emerged as 
a top contender – New City LLC development featuring 360K SF on the Beltline’s 
Eastside Trail.

 T3, Hines/Invesco 230K SF project at Atlanta Station, is also in the mix.

 Allows Starbucks “access to a local pool of talent.”

 Requirement is approx. 85K SF.



UPS Rolls Out New Company: Ware2Go

 The Uber of warehouse space- Ware2Go vets warehouse space, adds it to the 
platform, then connects smaller users in need of warehouse space to excess 
capacity on the platform.

 Allows merchants to position products closer to consumers without making 
long-term volume/time commitments.

 Ware2Go provides end-to-end order fulfillment: storage, pick/pack 
fulfillment and shipping, with guaranteed 2-day delivery by…UPS.

 Will UPS lease space next, creating the WeWork of warehouse?



Opportunity Zone Investment

 New community development program established by Congress in the Tax 
Cuts and Jobs Act of 2017.

 Encourages long-term investments in low-income urban and rural 
communities worldwide. Get capital “off the sidelines.” (HH)

 Provides tax incentive to investors: roll capital gains into opportunity zone 
investment, and defer tax on the gain until earlier of disposition or 12/31/26. 
Hold OZ investment for 5 years, receive 10% basis increase. Hold for 7, receive 
15% basis increase. Hold for 10, receive 15% basis increase AND pay zero tax 
on OZ investment gain.

 How to create/structure OZ funds currently being explored.



Wild Card - Arrow for the Leasing Quiver

 Tenants bummed about open space plans? Turns out they are great for your 
health.

 Promote “enhanced physical activity.”

 Workers in open offices 32% more physically active at their jobs than 
employees in private offices, and 20% more active than people working in 
cubicles.

 Workers who were more active had 14% less stress outside the office 
compared to those with less physical activity at the office.


